rediStore

RediStore is a cloud-based service that
provides enterprise-class file and object
storage—ideal for storing unstructured data
such as email, video, and music. Object
storage is more cost-effective and scalable
than traditional enterprise storage, making
it ideal for offsite backup or corporate file
sharing. With rediStore, scale up to petabytes
of cloud storage for just dollars per terabyte,
without hidden fees or capital expenditures.
Protect Your Business
Customer, financial, and other important data must be
retained and easily accessible for any number of reasons,
including audit and compliance. With data growing at an
exponential rate, storing it all can be challenging and costly.
Let rediStore safeguard your data away from your premises
while making it easy to retrieve at a moment’s notice.
Make Storage Simple
RediStore is ideal for storing and retrieving unstructured
data that is expensive to archive, search, and retrieve with
traditional storage. RediStore provides 100% compatibility
with Amazon S3-based apps, so that you can easily move
workloads to rediStore without modifying application code.
Make Storage Cost-Effective
You can economically store backups, database dumps, log
files, and other information that rarely change. At the same
time, you can store active files and retrieve them instantly
at a flat, low cost per terabyte. Eliminate nagging service
fees and unpredictable charges.
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Enhance Business Resiliency
RediStore improves business resiliency in several ways. It provides
99.999% availability for stored data,
for anytime, anywhere accessibility.
Every object deposited in rediStore
also is encrypted during transit,
reducing security vulnerabilities. All
data is protected locally with options
for replicating the data to other rediCloud datacenters.

Predictable Costs
RediStore is priced at a flat, low
cost per terabyte, with no fees for
bandwidth in, bandwidth out, or
object requests. There are no hidden
charges. No large menus with hundreds of options. You can grow
or shrink your storage buckets as
needed, move data as you wish, and
know exactly what your costs will be
at the end of the month.

Scale As Needed
Because rediStore provides object
storage instead of traditional hierarchical storage, we can instantly
scale storage to meet your most
demanding requirements. We make
it significantly easier to store and
manage large data sets—up to hundreds of petabytes of data.

Connection Compatibility
Object storage is only useful when
you can easily communicate with
the storage platform. RediStore is
100% compatible with the Amazon
S3 API preventing the need to rewrite
existing application code. RediCloud
supports 3rd party cloud connectors
and gateways for connectivity to CIFS/
NFS and other file protocols.

Ultra-High Uptime and
Resiliency
RediStore was designed with high
availability and protection at the
server, rack, and data center levels.
A single instance is protected locally
with erasure coding for high resiliency. Data can be replicated to
another (or multiple) rediCloud data
centers to protect against geographic
disasters. With rediStore, you achieve
99.999% availability without the high
costs of traditional enterprise storage.
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Massive Scalability
The sky is the limit with rediStore. We
easily scale to thousands of nodes
and hundreds of petabytes of data,
giving you almost unlimited flexibility.
Get Started Today
For more information about rediStore, visit redicloud.com/redistore or
call 914.984.2466.
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About rediCloud
RediCloud makes cloud services simple,
practical, and affordable for businesses of
any size. Built on industry-leading, best-ofbreed infrastructure, our comprehensive
cloud solutions help firms improve their
competitive advantage. With rediCloud,
customers can accelerate critical initiatives,
extend capabilities, simplify operations,
and gain big-business agility without a bigbusiness price tag. In addition, companies
can rely on 99.999% uptime and high
performance for critical applications.
RediCloud exceeds expectations by delivering
excellent service with a no-excuses attitude
and a commitment to customer success. For
more information visit redicloud.com.

